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For too long, marketing has had difficulty proving its
impact. Lack of tracking. Difficulty with measuring.
Complex buying processes. These all lead to a constant
battle with sales over the quality of leads, conversion
credit and a question mark over what marketing is
really delivering.
With technology-driven Revenue Attribution, this has
changed. Every marketing touch point – and every
sales touch point – can be logged… and across every
channel. For Marketing Operations this means the
ability to pivot activity to best drive conversion and
justify budget spend. For C-Level executives, it fasttracks time to value and demonstrates the quantifiable
ROI marketing brings to the table.
For years marketers have settled for opens/clicks/unsubscribes because that
was the only readily available data. But businesses deserve better than this –
they deserve to understand – and should demand to know – where, how, and
why leads are coming to the business.
And contrary to what seems to be popular belief, the solution doesn’t start with
technology. Revenue Attribution is an approach that’s been around for over 15
years, regardless of the innovative tech platforms that have emerged during that
time.
That’s why no marketer should be asking for fancy new tools to show more
valuable insights. Paying for new software is just an excuse for a lack of having
solid fundamentals in place.
So, in today’s data rich B2B landscape, how are marketers supposed to report
greater value without a custom integration here, a data scientist there, and
shiny new tech? How does a marketing strategist (not a developer), lay the
foundations for Revenue Attribution which leadership is completely invested in?
Here, we address the building blocks of true Revenue Attribution and explore
the journey that marketing needs to take if it’s to make the transition from cost
centre to revenue driver.
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The rise of
Revenue
Attribution –
mapping the
landscape
Most marketers can’t say with certainty
exactly how valuable each channel
or touchpoint is during the customer
journey, which means they can’t say
they are effectively spending budget
and optimising revenue (the goal of
attribution).
According to Forrester Research Analyst
Tina Moffett, attribution is ‘the most
effective marketing measurement’ but
‘adoption is low because it is a difficult
task.’¹ This might go a long way towards
explaining why so many marketers focus on
vanity metrics rather than demonstrating
real business value.
That said, even the most basic statistics,
including Google Analytics and tracking
data correctly within each channel, provide
a lot of the mechanics needed to undertake
basic attribution. So, if you think you’re a
million miles off being able to implement
Revenue Attribution, the reality is that it
could already be within reach.
But before determining whether it’s in
reach, let’s explore why Revenue Attribution
can no longer be an aspirational ‘nice
to have’ and has instead become a
fundamental differentiator for the future of
marketing.
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New world of marketing and sales
The way that typical B2B companies go-to-market and sell is for a world that no longer exists. The convenience economy that we all
enjoy in our personal lives is eating the B2B space alive – driving buying decisions and shaping the customer journey².
Companies that will achieve above-market growth in this new world of marketing and sales are those who embrace change and
shape marketing strategies which can demonstrate a direct impact on the bottom line and business performance.

Personalised customer experience
The B2B buying process has become increasingly complex in recent years, with decision makers and influencers passing through
multiple touchpoints and activities before making a final purchase. Customers also demand, and expect, a personalised journey –
which means the days of a simplified, short and linear path to a sale, are gone.
The entire organisation has the opportunity to focus on and be held accountable for the customers’ brand experience. The CMO and
CIO can better collaborate toward a broader vision by leading with the customer experience and their company’s business goals.³

Advances in marketing and sales technology
The concept of attribution is not new. However, the increase in data from social, mobile and other digital channels has made the
process much more accessible – and expected. Modern marketing methods with automation platforms and integration with sales
and CRM systems make rich data readily available, it’s simply a case of how to utilise these insights to fuel a Revenue Attribution
model.

Marketing as a revenue generator not a cost centre
Research conducted by The Economist Intelligence Unit4 found that marketers felt they were viewed as revenue drivers by the
business owner (69% agree, 19% strongly) and cost centres (68% agree, 26% strongly) – but in three to five years, the view of
marketing will change. It will less frequently be seen as a cost centre and more commonly as a revenue driver. With this change on
the horizon, marketers must be able to demonstrate the direct contribution being made to revenue.

Perception of marketing as a revenue driver
The business owners treat marketing as a revenue driver today.

-31% Disagree

Agree 69%

The business owners will treat marketing as a revenue driver in the next 3-5 years.
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Talking the language of business
Using metrics and language that matter to the CEO and CFO is a crucial component in marketing taking more control of the
revenue process, building the respect of organisational peers and ultimately earning a seat at the revenue table. CEOs and boards
don’t care about 99% of the metrics that marketers track – but they do care about revenue and profit growth. Forget open rates and
click throughs. Start talking about margin, cash flow, ROI and shareholder value… Think of the bottom line but don’t talk about cost,
not even if it’s a reduction – talk about revenue and work on connecting marketing, finance and sales in the discussion.
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Are you measuring
attribution?
Without a doubt, Revenue Attribution is the direction of travel for
marketing, but before you can establish the next steps for your own
organisation take a moment to evaluate your current situation.
You might think that you are already measuring attribution, but how does this
compare to what you could really be achieving?
Remember, attribution is not just about determining ROI on specific campaigns.
While these are clearly important metrics for the evaluation and management
of marketing operations, in the context of real Revenue Attribution it’s about
demonstrating the contribution of marketing to overall business performance including the lifetime value (LTV) of a customer.
While CMOs should be using methods like attribution and market mix modelling
to determine programme effectiveness and contribution, campaign and
programme-specific metrics should not be ignored. Despite being less relevant
to the CEO, these will be early indicators of market changes, and will help track
growth so programme managers can ensure proper campaign mix.⁵
Forrester⁶ categorises marketing measurement levels as follows - where does
your organisation sit today?

Measurement

Laggard

Measurement

Dabbler

Measurement

Measurement

Pro

Expert

Analyses basic marketing
efficiency and metrics.

Implements more structured
campaign testing processes
and has dedicated internal
and external resources to
conduct analysis.

Demonstrates sufficient
skill to establish cross
channel marketing
performance frameworks
and active insights.

Measures complex
customer interaction in real
time and leverages multiple
measurement approaches,
including attribution.

Source: Build Capabilities for Measurement Success, Forrester Research Inc., 17 February 2015.
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5 Things you must know about attribution
Revenue Attribution is not the reserve of global enterprises. It’s accessible to any business that is ready to embrace the
Digital attribution
role of marketing as a revenue driver. While the topic is widely discussed in the industry, here are five things which you
must know about Revenue Attribution before exploring how to approach its implementation in your own organisation.
models are exact
& static
1

What it is (and what it’s not)

The Interactive Advertising Bureau defines digital marketing
attribution as ‘the measurement of the value of each digital
marketing contact that contributed to a desired outcome.⁷
In simple terms, it’s the process of defining how customers
prefer to engage and what drives the outcome you are trying
to measure. Let’s remember that the concept of measurement
is not new. In fact, marketing has been driving the use of
metrics and reporting for a long time. What we need to
better understand are the metrics that matter for attribution.
Traditional metrics focus too much on ‘proving’ ROI and not
enough on improving ROI. Revenue Attribution uses analytics
to drive key decisions that improve profits rather than
justifying marketing’s existence.
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Understanding attribution
models

While it’s possible to measure just about anything in marketing,
you shouldn’t try to measure everything. Not least because
the time and cost will outweigh any potential benefit. Prioritise
which measurements will help drive increase in profits and then
identify which model, or models will enable you to achieve this.
First Touch (FT), Last Touch (LT), Last Non-Direct Click, Linear,
Time-Decay, and Position-Based are the most common Revenue
Attribution models, with many organisations choosing to adopt
a ‘one-model’ methodology. This is dangerous territory. Utilising
multiple models will help to future-proof the approach as the
way buyers consume content continues to change. Just think
back over the changes that marketing has seen in the last five
years… Who knows what the buyer journey will look like in the
next five years.
That’s why you also need to be prepared to change direction
- not just in the longer term but also in a short cycle of test,
fail, adjust and repeat. Marketing needs to customise, test
and refine attribution models to determine the most accurate
channel contributions.

Types of attribution models
Single touch - Last interation model

0%

0%

0%

100%

Rules based model

25%

25%

25%

25%

Statistically driven model

10%

35%

27%

18%

Duke Fuqua School of Business. (2015). The CMO
survey [Pdf file]. Retrieved from http://www.fuqua.duke.edu/news_events/news-releases/cmo-survey-feb-2015/#.VWYElM9VhuA
Avinash Kaushik. (2013, August 12). Multi-Channel
Attribution Modeling: The Good, Bad and Ugly
Models [Blogpost].
Retrieved from http://www.kaushik.net/avinash/multi-channel-attribution-modeling-good-bad-ugly-models

The implementation process will also be more manageable
if the proper alignment and communication channels are
established across functional teams at the outset.
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Different Attribution Models
Linear Attribution Model
First
Touch

1/x 1/x

Lead
Creation

1/x 1/x 1/x

1/x

Opportunity
Creation

1/x

Customer
Close

1/x

Time Decay Attribution Model
First
Touch

Lead
Creation

Opportunity
Creation

Customer
Close

t
edi
e Cr
Mor

Less Credit

Position-Based Attribution Models
First
Touch

30%

Other Touchpoints

First
Touch

22.5%

Lead
Creation

30%

Opportunity
Creation

(MQL to SQL)

Customer
Close
(Revenue)

30%

10%

Lead
Creation

22.5%

Other Touchpoints
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Opportunity
Creation

(MQL to SQL)

22.5%

Customer
Close
(Revenue)

22.5%

10%
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Adopt a Marketing Research &
Development (R&D) mindset

process.9 This means marketing and sales need to rethink how
they work together to generate revenue, formulating accurate
forecasts at the revenue table.

Marketing R&D is an essential investment for Revenue

Revenue Attribution requires alignment and integration across a

Attribution. But it’s not an exact science. Metrics need to be

number of functions to be successful: the CMO and marketing

evaluated, monitored and adjusted in line with feedback and

team, the CIO and IT team, the CFO and finance team, the

understanding on business impact.

CEO, and third-party vendors. It is crucial that these C-suite

The Marketing R&D mindset should also apply at an operational

roles take what some call a closed-loop approach to marketing:

level. Marketers need to embrace the idea of running marketing
programmes with the primary objective of learning whether

working collaboratively to define objectives, deciding on an
approach, sharing information, analysing data, and creating

something works, or how to make it work better. Google does

short- and long-term strategies.10

exactly this. Running more than 1,000 experiments a month,

One of the absolute requirements is for all parties to agree

with only about 10% leading to changes in the business. So, for

on the goals of the attribution programme, the key metrics

every 100 business improvements, there’s a price of 900 failed

involved and the models being tested. The goal of attribution

experiments.⁸

is to produce more revenue by spending more effectively, but

This is an excellent example of an R&D mindset working in

without clear communication there’s a risk of resistance, usually

practice, but the reality is that many marketing departments

because people start to worry they will lose budget, or power.

remain fixed in their approaches. In fact, the Corporate

So, from C-Level down to operations, departments must

Executive Board found that 21% of Fortune 1,000 marketers

be aligned and in full agreement on how attribution will be

don’t agree with the statement: ‘My team accepts that some

measured.

experiments must fail in order for us to learn from them.’⁸
leading to the conclusion that this remains a barrier to the
adoption of Revenue Attribution for many organisations.
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Overcoming organisational
obstacles

‘Seeing any part of the organisation in that binary way is an
old-fashioned mindset. We play a team sport. You can’t win
a football game with an entire team of running backs.’ In the
Economist Unit 2015 report8, that’s what HSBC CMO, Chris
Clark had to say on the cost versus revenue divide discussion in
organisations – which helps to explain why successful Revenue
Attribution relies on breaking down any organisational silos.

5

Measurement costs money

When talking the language of business focusing on revenue
instead of cost is absolutely the route to take. But in the
context of measurement, we need to be conscious that
measurement costs money and time – so it’s important to invest
both wisely.
Almost anything can be measured using proper test design,
but it’s prohibitively expensive to test everything. The secret to
‘mastering’ attribution is knowing when good is good enough
and when the pursuit of the ideal is a dangerous and windy
path to take.

A multitude of touchpoints and activities result in a customer
acquiring products and in today’s online and social world,
marketing is responsible for up to 70% of the entire buying
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Why attribution models are key to success in 2020
Business owners must deliver the numbers. And the CMO who can’t contribute to the bottom line will soon be gone.
It’s that simple.
It’s no longer acceptable to C-level leadership for marketing to request budget for events or new software without
being able to report back on the ROI - and not just in general terms. We’re talking about specific line items.
§ Did the funnel velocity improve from your $1500 redesigned emails?
§ Did the average opportunity size increase by 15% with your new multi-channel spend?
§ Did you get five net-new opps from the wine and dine event you hosted in a fancy Chicago restaurant?
Revenue Attribution is the only way to accurately and quantifiably report back at this level.

In a poll of marketers, The Economist Intelligent Unit (2015) found that 63% said engagement is manifested in customer renewals, retention
and repeat purchases. Adding in the 15% who see engagement in terms of impact on revenue, an incredible 78% of marketers see it as
occurring in the middle or later stages of the classic funnel. This contrasts with the minority (22%) view that engagement is viewed in the
context of love for a brand.
This shift in how customer engagement is viewed underpins the need for marketing to shift away from legacy metrics and more towards
Revenue Attribution. Engagement in the new world of marketing and sales is less about love and more about impact on revenue.
Beyond the shift in engagement, Revenue Attribution represents a real opportunity to drive competitive advantage and give marketing a
voice at C-Level. In 2015, only 35% of CEOs believed that marketing was able to document its revenue contribution, demonstrating that
there is a long way to go before marketing achieves the recognition it deserves – with Revenue Attribution paving the way.

CEOs Grade marketing
67% of CEOs give their marketing departments a B or C

C

20%

Not sure the marketing programs made a
difference, but they probably had some impact
even though contribution wasn’t measured.

B

47%

Marketing programs made a difference but
contribution wasn’t measured.

A

Marketing programs made an impact and
marketing was able to document their
contribution.

35%

Source: VisionEdge marketing & Marketo 2010 Marketing Performance Measurement and Management Survey of 423 executives.
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Modelling a best-in-class attribution model
Best-in-class Revenue Attribution starts with people and processes – not technology. Removing organisational
silos, achieving alignment and agreeing on how attribution will be measured are all pre-requisites to the
successful adoption of Revenue Attribution.
First and foremost, corporate goals must be mapped to key

While technologies can can fast-track time to value, their

attribution and data requirements. Most marketers would probably

integration into Revenue Attribution programmes should not be

agree that first interaction and last interaction models are a bit

seen as the final solution. Regular monitoring and refinement is

antiquated in today’s world of digital, cross channel marketing

essential, think Marketing R&D.

because they fail to account for the many steps in a customer
journey. It also fails to account for the role that marketing may
have played before sales takes credit for the ‘last touch’ – which is
why alignment across functions is absolutely crucial.

From theory to impact
Marketing is being challenged like never before. Some will
inevitably battle against change and at best stagnate (or, at worst

Also remember that customers don’t take a specific journey in

get fired). It’s those who embrace the opportunities presented by

the new world of marketing and sales.

the constantly changing landscape who will succeed, achieving

Help is at hand though. There are a range of popular software

above-market growth against the competition.

solutions which offer a variety of out-of-the-box models that can

If you feel like getting started with Revenue Attribution is a

help marketers get started on an attribution project.

daunting prospect, you’re not alone. And there’s no shame in

Take Marketo for example. Performance Marketing Insights

admitting that you’re not confident in taking the first steps either.

are included in every new roll-out which showcases Revenue

Taking that first step and being prepared to fail (and fast) is just

Attribution. For any marketer using Marketo, this should be

the beginning of the journey. Start small in bite-sized chunks and

the default ‘go-to’ option as the starting point for moving to a

as you gain traction focus on fine tuning and improving as you go.

Revenue Attribution model. It’s a low-risk entry strategy that will

Rome wasn’t built in a day. Revenue Attribution won’t be either.

enable the production of valid statistics and reporting - without
the need for any further investment (let’s start demonstrating
real revenue value before asking for more martech budget).

Remember that models will always be a work in progress. But
with every move you’ll be improving marketing effectiveness,
driving business performance and earning the credit you deserve.

That said, if you have several custom data sources and want a
one-stop-shop outside your automation platform, then Bizible
is a great intelligence platform that can help to drive more
complex insights.
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